Press Release
Velocita Announces the Mobitex Network Will Remain
Operational
September 29, 2006, South Plainfield, N.J. - Comstar Interactive, a leading wireless
POS solutions provider, has received written confirmation from Velocita Wireless that
the Mobitex Network will remain operational for wireless point of sale transactions.
“ I am pleased to share with everyone that Comstar has received official notice on
September 28, 2006 that the Velocita Network will remain operational. This
information clears up the industry rumors about the status of the Mobitex network.
This is great news for the up to 80,000 merchants using these terminals who were
faced with the need to buy new hardware, which was their worst fear. Now at worst
they will need a small software security patch to meet the new MasterCard wireless
data security transmission standards that will take effect in 2007. I want to take this
opportunity to reinforce our capability to activate and actively deploy and support the
Comstar Charge Anywhere® Terminal, as well as the Lipman 3010 and 8000 Mobitex
terminals”, said Paul Sabella, CEO of Comstar Interactive.
“…Since March, we’ve received extensive customer feedback regarding the planned
changes [to the Mobitex Network], but most notably how satisfied you are with
Velocita’s service and value, and your desire to maintain that service for as long as
possible. We’re therefore happy to inform you that we will be maintaining our
Mobitex network….. We understand that there has been conflicting information in the
marketplace as to the longevity of the Velocita network. We want to reiterate that
the Velocita network will remain in operation…”, said Eric Eife, Vice President of
Velocita Wireless.

Comstar is the leading provider of low cost wireless point of sale terminals running
on the Mobitex network, having sold and deployed over ten thousand Charge
Anywhere terminals.
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